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About EARPA, TF Logistics 

Founded in 2002, the association EARPA brings together the most prominent independent R&D 
providers in the automotive sector throughout Europe. At present, EARPA counts 48 members 
ranging from large and small commercial organizations to national institutes and universities. 
EARPA is organized in task forces for different research themes in automotive innovation. In 2013 
it has been decided that there are enough interesting research questions in the world of logistics 
to justify a specific new Taskforce for that area. The established Task Force Logistics highlights the 
importance of continued RTD in logistics which contributes a significant and growing share of 
Europe's GDP (5-15% depending on the definition). The Task Force is formed in 2014 and consists 
of 35 members of 21 organizations (and growing). 
 

1. Challenge and impact 

Transportation demand is growing and is expected to continue to grow. Last-mile logistics are 
situated more and more in expanding urban areas, due to the urban population growth. The road 
will remain the overwhelming predominant mode for this type of logistics. Also on the long haul, 
there is a limit to the modal shift potential, so that road will remain dominant and more 
sustainable solutions are essential. 

Both the internal (i.e. operational) costs and the external (i.e. congestion, pollution, noise etc.) 
costs are key logistics drivers, with the share of external costs becoming increasingly important. 
Furtheron, the last-mile is becoming (over-)congested and requires decarbonization to reduce 
pollution; the overrepresentation of SMEs hampers smooth adoption of innovative solutions, due to 
a mix of their tight economical frames and lack of information of available solution. 

The logistics industry is responsible for around 10% of CO2 emission and a relative high share of 
particulate matter and nitrogen oxide emissions. All future studies indicate a further growth of the 
logistics streams in Europe, therefore the impact on environment, traffic safety and economics will 
be even more important than already today. Another typical aspect of logistics is that the very 
vulnerable margins of the service providers give way to improvements on efficiency, already at 
very small numbers, so even a small improvement can make big difference.  

While aiming to contribute to an improved end-to-end logistics performance, the ultimate TF 
Logistics goal is to mobilize automotive R&D resources to support the development of:  

 New transport and logistics concepts, processes and use of technology supporting 
European service providers and shippers, making them more competitive and sustainable;  

 More efficient and sustainable transport and logistics solutions related to road transport, 
contributing to an improvement in end-to-end logistics performance.  
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Following EARPA’s mission the TF Logistics will approach these goals with a clear focus on 
automotive technology. Not in the last place with the aim to distinguish from, and add value to 
similar initiatives in the field of logistics. During the development of this position paper there has 
therefore been regularly alignment with ETP-organizations such as ERTRAC and ALICE, and will 
continue to do so in the future. It should also be stated that logistics have a strong relation with 
surrounding sectors such as the built environment, energy supply and telecommunications and 
more, so a continuous alignment with this broad environment will be of constant focus. 

 

2. Introduction  

The goal of the task force is to help EARPA partners be successful in research in the field of 
logistics, by identifying the research priorities linked to the interests of the automotive sector in 
the field of transport logistics and contribute to the definition of research programmes for the 
actors of the sector, including Horizon 2020, the European Programme for Research and 
Innovation. 

Logistics is defined as the process of designing, planning and controlling the flow and storage of 
materials, finished goods and related information from the point of origin to point of consumption. 
The challenge is to make the European Industry economically, environmentally and socially more 
sustainable, contributing to both industry competitiveness and societal benefits.  

The greening of EU freight transportation and logistics is specified in the goals of existing 
roadmaps from amongst others ERTRAC (the European Roadmap ‘’Sustainable Freight Systems for 
Europe’’1), ALICE, EUCAR, iMobility roadmaps on Logistics, ACEA and the Green Freight Europe 
Program. Logistics in H2020 focuses on the development and application of new concepts for 
freight transport, contributing to low carbon supply chains and energy efficient transport to 
achieve virtually CO2-free city logistics in major urban centers by 2030 and encourage a modal 
shift to rail and waterborne transport for 30% of road transport over 300 kilometers.  

 

3. Guiding objectives  

The grand societal challenges addressed by 
the several ETP’s in logistics are: 
Decarbonization, Reliability and Safety. 

The figure summarizes the guiding 
objectives (corresponding to the main 
areas and indicators). 

This position paper summarizes the 
research needs from the current point of 
view related to these guiding objectives. 
These needs will be subject to further 
enrichment by the newly defined EARPA 
TF Logistics.  Figure 1. Guiding objectives for 2030 (ERTRAC 2010) 
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Dimension Domain
Domain 

description
Theme EARPA TF Logistics role

Logistics 
services

Information 
and impact

Collect info and 
dissemination

• City distribution and impact on external costs of 
transport 

• Logistics related indicators in sustainability 
assessment

• Business-as-usual facts and figures

• Holistic measurement

Develop tools, models, and approaches to 
interpret and appropriately disseminate logistics 
related facts, figures and KPI's. Propose changes 
and updates to logistics legislation 

Business 
Services

Opportunities and 
business models 

• Smarter logistics in collaborative communities 

• Uberfication of logistics
• Condition based maintenance
• Reversed logistics 

Develop next generation logistics services and 
define them based on an updated system 
perspective. Understand the consequences of 
new disruptive business models, legal aspects.

Communication 
& Connectivity

Synchronized network 
and connectivity

• Communication with and between goods; 
connectivity in the supply chain

• Combination of Big Data
• Access management

Develop systems that achieve a high degree of 
traceability and control by data-driven real-time 
decision making leading to synchronized flows of 
products/goods and resources.

Logistics 
enablers

Cloud logistics
Innovation in logistics 

using Big Data

• From static to streamlined dynamic logistics 
using big data 

Research the use of Big data for innovative 
logistics system design 

Vehicles

Adapted and 

optimized vehicles 

and new concepts

• Automation in Logistics. Partial or fully 

automated vehicles, infrastructure and drones, 

automated trucks. Automation for airports and 

maritime ports.

• Vehicle Specialization in function and design
• Vehicle electrification for logistics in the city
• Data sensoric deployment
• Connected and cooperative vehicles

Develop new concepts, based on logistics needs. 
Define the prerequisite and the specification for 
new vehicles for logistics 

Logistics 
infrastructure

Adapted exchange 

points  and SW (ICT) 

infrastructure

• Infrastructure – nodes hubs, logistics
• SW infrastructure for advanced logistics 

Identify needs for future low environmental 
impact hubs, nodes and infrastructure, supporting 
the physical internet idea

Legislation
Legislation and 
harmonization

• Cross-border larger and heavier road transport
Define and inform about real environmental facts, 
figures and consequences of inappropriate 
restrictions and legislation.

Dimension table 

TF Logistic - Workshop for Research agenda

2-dimensional matrix

Logistics services

L
o

g
is

ti
c
s
 e

n
a

b
le

rs
Information and 

impact

Collect info and 
dissemination

Business services

Opportunities and 
business models 

Communication & 
Connectivity

Synchronized network 
and connectivity

Cloud logistics Innovation in logistics

using Big Data

Vehicles Adapted and optimized 

vehicles and new concepts

Logistics 
infrastructure

Adapted exchange points 
and SW (ICT) infrastructure 

Legislation Legislation and harmonization

Study for next step -preparation material

Date: June 2015 14
 

 

4. Research themes 

Logistics activities generally distinguish between key innovations in logistics services and necessary 
enablers. Therefore 2-dimensional structure is used. This makes it easier to understand links, 
dependencies and relations. It also gives the reader a good chance to orientate in the wider 
system around the vehicle. This approach will also help us to connect the vehicle centered agenda 
with other roadmaps that focus more on other aspects of logistics. 

 

Logistics services: 

The Logistics service area is where 
transport actors and industry are 
performing work. TF Logistics can focus on 

relevant areas and, together with 
transport stakeholder, improve 
technologies, processes and methods in a 
broader perspective. 

Logistics enablers: 

The Logistics enablers area describes 
technologies and other prerequisites that 
must be at place and operational for the 
transport actors to perform their business. 
TF Logistics can focus on developing 
relevant areas together with involved 
stakeholders.  

 

From several working sessions a list of research themes have been defined and described, which 
have been divided in domains and finally sorted in the two-dimensional structure that is shown in 
the dimension table picture.  
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Based on EARPA’s main mission, TF Logistics initially prioritize on the enabler “vehicle”, to get 
most added values from EARPA towards other consortia, e.g. ALICE. Based on the use of vehicle 
technology, five prioritized areas have been defined: 

1. Automation in Logistics: driver’s tasks being gradually taken over by the vehicle and 
supporting equipment. 

2. Vehicle specialization: vehicle design following needs in different deployment contexts (e.g. 
urban / long haul) and commodities (weight/cube). 

3. Vehicle electrification: Research towards full electric and hybrid propulsion systems, within 
the city and for longer distances. 

4. Data sensoric deployment: exploiting all sensors of a vehicle for different tasks within and 
outside road transport operations (supply chain planning, goods conditioning, road 
maintenance). 

5. Connected and cooperative vehicles: connected vehicle and their cooperative deployment 
in traffic, including platoon formation. 

Guided by the five areas above, in combination with current logistics challenges, a total of 12 
research themes were defined, with a key research question per theme. These research questions 
are our guide in the definition on our position paper (See appendix for further details per theme): 

 

 Research theme Research question 

1 Transport units changing mode during transport  What info do we need to make decisions and to make decision systems for 
automation and how can vehicle communication help that process forward? 

2 Automated vehicle and automated transport   What will be the effects of Automated Road Transport 

3 The future of reversed logistics  How will reversed logistics for (return)transports alter business models and 
the required type vehicles, stakeholders, etc? 

4 How will electrified city logistics change the 
business models 

How will electrification change the logistics systems organization and 
processes? 

5 Data input from vehicles  How can the increased data flow from vehicles (both qualitative and 
quantitatively) improve the logistics system (vehicle and management can 
improve traffic management and the logistics system). 

6 Making of platoons in real traffic What will be the procedures when drivers makes platoons (during driving) 

7 Platooning as service  How to make platooning to be an integrated normal activity in the transport 
system 

8 New states for improved urban design and city 
planning -1 

What are the effects of increased vehicle information and the influence from 
the Physical Internet (PI) on city distribution models 

9 New states for improved urban design and city 
planning -2 

What are the effects of PI on transportation units and distribution methods 

10 Vehicle data for strategic and operational decision 
making within the logistics system  

What is the role of the vehicle as a data provider in logistics and what can it 
provide? 

11 Accurate performance measurement data for 
societal, governmental and industrial decision 
making, on a strategic, tactical and operational level 

Find sensoric models to serve KPI’s on environmental impacts external costs, 
wear warnings, etc. 

12 Legislation as a showstopper or enabler OEM's perspective of (new) business models that affect and are affected by 
legislation and harmonization 
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5. Relation of this position paper to other EU activities 

The position paper shares the evolution path and basic elements from the roadmap for green, safe 
and efficient freight corridors.  

There is also a common view and many 
complementarities with the joint ERTRAC ERRAC 
Urban Mobility Roadmap and member states 
activities such as the FFI roadmap for Transport 
Efficiency (SE). 

The ALICE research roadmap is also highly 
relevant (see figure). This includes: 

 Vehicle based safety and 
sustainability in logistics 

 Freight hubs and corridors 
 Support to ICT use in the supply 

chain 

 New vehicle concepts for 
collaborative services 

 Urban freight transport  
 

This position paper avoids taking up the technical aspects of vehicle development and in some 
respects, energy efficiency, such as eco-driving behavior, because they are part of the 
Electromobility and Future Transport Energies roadmap. It also avoids vehicles technologies that 
are considered in the European Bus System of the Future roadmap. It does not deal with accidents 
either, which are addressed in the Safe road transport roadmap. Also passengers travel behavior is 
out of scope as this is part of the Road User Behavior and Expectations roadmap.  

 

6. Next steps 

The EARPA TF Logistics can find its role in helping EARPA partners to be successful with their 
research portfolio around logistics, by helping them to identify research and understand and 
develop new concepts, based on real logistics needs, and to assist the European Commission and 
its Directorates, the European Technology Platforms, Transporters, OEM's other actors to define 
real prerequisites and relevant specifications for both new vehicles and the logistics system. The 
TF will intensively use the newly defined list of research themes as guideline for this, but in the 
meantime keep a close eye on the fast changing environment. This will be done in close contact 
with the mentioned other organizations. 

 

 

For further information, please contact our contact persons of the Task Force Logistics: 

TF Logistics Chairman  

Carlo van de Weijer 

E: c.j.t.v.d.weijer@tue.nl 

T: +31 (0) 6 15609595 

TF Logistics Secretary 

Anders Johnson 

E: Anders.Johnson@sp.se 

T: +46 (0)70 625 86 96 

More information at our website: www.earpa.eu 

 

http://www.earpa.eu/
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Annex; detailed description of research themes:  

 

Research themes 1: Transport units changing mode during transport 

The research question is in the vehicle area of both data sensoric deployment and connected and 
cooperative vehicles.   

 What type of info do we need to make decisions and to make decision systems for 
automation and how can vehicle communication help that process forward? To make 
automation in mode selection and mode shift we need relevant real-time information of 
both the system itself and also the status of the individual transport and the cargo. We also 
need to understand the basics of decision systems for deciding and knowing the right 
moment for mode changes and how they need to be designed to be easy to operate. 
Transport unit should here include lower levels than the “vehicle” itself. Urgently important 
to be able to shift mode or route for single packaging at lower levels, to enable an agile 
logistics system that respond to opportunities in relation to the goods of the shipment. 

 

Research themes 2:  Automated vehicle and automated transport 

The research question is in the vehicle area of Automation in Logistics.   

 What will be the effects of Automated Road Transport?  Can we assume what will be the 
drivers and changes for ports in general (harbors and airports), hubs, roads, etc, when we 
automate the transport system? There is a need for more research on effects and 
consequences of automated systems in mixed traffic, and how to handle this. Furthermore, 
will we see more extended closed logistics, i.e. can we expect two evolution options: - If 
the automated vehicle & transport will push to a more limited number of actors involved on 
logistics due to the high technology required (higher skills); - If the automated vehicle & 
transport will extend the logistics for more scenarios, applications, systems. 

 

Research themes 3: The future of reversed logistics 

The research question is in the vehicle area of specialization.  

 How will reversed logistics for return transports alter business models and the required 
type vehicles, stakeholders, etc? Can we foresee different container standards that match 
the vehicles, i.e. an increased standardization during the whole chain that also matches the 
Physical Internet logics? What is the effect of Uberfication and new dynamic flexible 
business models for return transports. Research and studies on effects and the benefits of 
creative vehicle concept for return transports (ie ”The rise of the van”). Furthermore 
research on consequences of new types of containers for cars and vans in city logistics. 
Can we predict two evolution options, Specialization vs flexibility, in other words “Survival 
of the fittest“? 

 

Research themes 4:  How will electrified logistics change the business models? 

The research question is in the vehicle area of specialization & Electrification.  

 More research and studies of how electrification will change the logistics systems 
organization and processes is needed. Also design implications on electrified 
trucks/vans/transporters, 24/7 delivery services and uptime. Time slots for charging and 
loading/unloading during delivery/pick-up. Indoor deliveries in shops, factories, houses, 
etc. Charge points at docking and business models behind charging. Availability of charging 
points for distribution vehicles during operation. 
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If electric logistics vehicles must be close to the grids, in what way can that change the 
activities and business at the terminals? We need more research and studies on changed 
business models for power charging. Will it influence transshipments and create more 
activities when loading and unloading? Can we expect new business models and services at 
terminals, studies of impact of electrified city logistics on external transport costs? What 
will be the experience based needs for vehicle design changes?  

 

Research themes 5: Data input from vehicles  

The research question is in the vehicle area of data and sensoric system.  

 How can the increased data flow from vehicles, both qualitative and quantitatively, improve 
the logistics system. We assume that vehicle data and management can improve traffic 
management and the logistics system. More studies on what type of useful data that is 
expected to be generated by the vehicle in the future and what the impact of improved 
traffic management and logistics system would be on sustainability are required. More 
knowledge is needed on the back office function development and the Service providers’ 
role. How can reliability and maintenance performance, including required spare parts, be 
improved by means of better information flow and information management both at an 
aggregate level and at the level of the individual vehicle? 

 

Research themes 6: Making of platoons in real traffic 

The research question is in the area of connected and cooperative vehicles. 

 What will be the procedures when drivers make platoons during driving? We need more 
knowledge about how drivers can find each other for making platoons. Procedures to 
arrange platoons and safety aspects during the making of the platoon. 

 

 Research themes 7: Platooning as service 

The research question is in the area of automation & connected and cooperative vehicles. 

 How to make platooning to be a normal activity in the transport system? What can the 
vehicle do for the system and what can the system do for the vehicles? More research on 
business models. Where are the business models and for whom. How to share the profits? 
There is a need for updated directives for the driver’s legal status when they are driving in 
platoons, e.g. does the tachograph consider that driving as rest time or work time. 

 

Research themes 8: New states for improved urban design and city planning on a 
system and management level  

The research question is in the area of data and sensoric systems & connected and cooperative 
vehicles. 

 We need to better understand the effects of increased vehicle information on city 
distribution models. In what way can we expect that vehicle sensors and big data 
information influences city distribution? How can urban design and city planners improve or 
change freight/goods chains and passenger flow? 

 

Research themes 9: New states for improved urban design and city planning on an 
operational level 

The research question is in the area of specialization, data and sensoric systems & connected and 
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cooperative vehicles.  

 Research on the Physical Internet (PI) effects on transportation units and distribution 
methods. Can new transport solutions and concepts, i.e. transport boxes/units due to PI, 
influence city distribution? What are the next generation smart loading and unloading 
technologies? What is the potential of freight drones for first and last mile 
transports/deliveries? What technical systems and functions are required to achieve both 
efficient and flexible handling? 

 

Research themes 10: Vehicle data for strategic and operational decision making within 
the logistics system 

The research question is in the vehicle area of data sensoric deployment.  

 More research to improve the knowledge of the vehicles role as a data provider in logistics 
and what it can provide. And to whom/what can it provide this data. Relevant from a 
“dynamic risk assessment and early warning”. How to use historical vehicle data for 
strategic planning? How to use real-time operational data such as position, load carriers, 
transport units, etc.in the planning? Studies of consequences for service provider’s role and 
different types of back-office systems. 

 

Research themes 11: Accurate performance measurement data for societal, 
governmental and industrial decision making, on a strategic, tactical and operational 
level 

The research question is in the vehicle area data sensoric deployment.  

 Research is needed to find good sensoric models to serve KPI’s on environmental impacts 
external costs, wear warnings, etc. Data for system performance measure, decision models 
for authorities and also to support context models. 

 

Research themes 12:  Legislation as a showstopper or enabler 

The research question is in the area of Legislation and harmonization.  

 There is a need for understanding the OEM's perspective of (new) business models that 
affect and are affected by legislation and harmonization. We need to have better facts and 
figures and better in-data for decisions, understand consequences on and from public 
procurement. Cabotage rules, cross-border transports are other areas that can improve the 
transport system, also length and weight directive, noise, implications from within the 
electrification and automated road transport area. 


